
Sitting in the Gap Study Guide – October 6, 2019 

2nd Timothy 1:1-14 & Luke 17:5-10 

(Click on scripture above to link directly to each passage in the NRSV on biblegateway.com.) 

 

Suggested Study / Prep 
 

1. Read the passage(s) in several different translations and/or paraphrases (e.g. NRSV and The Message) 

2. Read the provided commentary(s) below 

3. Visit and explore some of the additional resources links (and/or explore your own commentaries, 

resources, etc)  

4. Reflect on the provided questions 

5. Generate your own questions and “wonderings” 

 

Commentary on 2nd Timothy 1:1-14 (From Homiletics; “Faith Security Systems”, October 2, 2016) 

Paul's second letter to Timothy overflows in the apostle's great love for his young colleague and his genuine 
concern about the challenges and hardships Timothy is facing. After a customary salutation in verses 1-2, Paul 
moves to a series of thanksgivings which reflect these dual interests of love and concern. This thanksgiving section 
foreshadows much of the content of the rest of Paul's letter -- a literary device used also in 1 Corinthians 1:4-9 and 
Philippians 1:3-8. Paul's focus throughout this letter is Timothy's loyalty, urging him to persevere in the gospel and to 
stand up to the testing that is to come. 
 
As usual, Paul uses his own life experiences and practices as model examples. He begins in verse 3 by referring to 
the Jewish tradition of praying at regular intervals "night and day." Twice a day, Paul stops and offers prayers to 
God and "constantly," that is, every time, Paul claims to remember Timothy in his prayers. 
 
The issue of loyalty, which will recur throughout this letter, may be what prompts Paul to declare here at the outset 
that he worships with a "clear conscience" in full light of his "ancestors" or "forefathers." Paul's Hellenistic 
background shows here as he appeals to his "conscience" instead of to a "pure heart" -- which would be a more 
biblical reference. Conscience was the seat of a moral consciousness in Greek thought. Paul's conscience is "clear" 
because it has been "cleaned" or "purified" by Christ. A pure heart (1 Timothy 1:5) and a clear conscience mean 
essentially the same thing. 
 
Coupling the reference to his "forefathers" with this clear conscience might be seen as foreshadowing Paul's 
discussion in verse 5 of Timothy's "foremothers" in the faith. Paul's "clear conscience" suggests that he sees 
genuine continuity between his ancestors' OT faith and his own preaching of the gospel that now makes up the NT. 
 
Verse 4 breaks the flow of Paul's thanksgiving with his personal recollection of Timothy as he was at their last 
meeting. This personal aside, marked with "tears" and "joy," emphasizes the closeness of their relationship and the 
encouragement Timothy's friendship gives to Paul. 
 
In verse 5, Paul returns to the formal thanksgiving theme, offering thankfulness for God's work in Timothy's life. The 
bulk of Paul's letter will focus on an appeal to Timothy to stay loyal -- and here Paul reminds Timothy that by abiding 
in his faith and remaining loyal to it, he not only honors God, but he also upholds the gift of faith that was passed 
down to him by his mother and his grandmother. Timothy's faith is not just his own -- it is part inheritance as well -- 
and he must be careful to safeguard such a precious gift. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=2+Timothy+1%3A1-14&version=NRSV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Luke+17%3A5-10&version=NRSV
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The faith of Eunice had been mentioned in Acts 16:1, where she was described as a Jewish-Christian with a Gentile 
husband. Her gift of faith to Timothy is twofold. It includes her ancestry in the Jewish faith -- which is maintained and 
continued, as it now must be, through faith in Jesus Christ. 
 
In verses 6-14, Paul now strengthens his appeal to Timothy's loyalty despite approaching hardship. Paul identifies 
two potential threats to Timothy's steadfastness: first, the growth in power and persuasiveness of the "false 
teachers" and their deceitful messages; and, second, the fallout that may occur in the Christian community due to 
Paul's imprisonment and thus absence. 
 
As he had three separate times in verses 3-5, Paul once again "reminds" Timothy about his faith. What Paul wants 
Timothy to do is "rekindle" or literally "fan into flame" his own faithfulness. The verb used here is a metaphor for 
building up a dying fire. Though Timothy's faith is not specifically accused of "dying," Paul does urge him now to fan 
up his special "gift" into strong, unquenchable flames. This "gift" is not faith itself, but is the "gift of God" Timothy 
received when he was called to ministry. This gift, Paul further reminds him, was recognized and confirmed through 
a service of laying on of hands. The scene is described in 1 Timothy 4:14 as the laying on of hands by the elders -- 
but here Paul is anxious to affirm his own role in Timothy's call and mentions only his own hands. 
 
The "gift of God" Timothy is to rekindle, that gift confirmed by the laying on of hands, is the gift of the Holy Spirit. The 
lowercase references to the "spirit" in verse 7 should not be confused with some divinely given "attitude." The 
attributes of this "spirit" are ones Paul routinely assigns to the Holy Spirit -- "power," "love" and "self-discipline" or 
"sound-mindedness." In the face of the hardships that will confront Timothy, God has given to him the Holy Spirit, 
not a spirit of cowardice. This negative reference is stronger than mere "timidity." The term Paul uses often occurs in 
battle contexts to describe unmasked terror in the face of difficulties.  
 
Having reminded Timothy of the resources available to him in this gift of the Holy Spirit, Paul now states two 
imperatives for Timothy: "Do not be ashamed" and "Join with me in suffering." The specific "suffering" Paul endures 
at this point is his wrongful imprisonment. The "shame" he rebukes might be related to the fact that in order to 
"testify" about the Lord, Timothy must proclaim Jesus' ignominious death on the cross. Paul denies there is any 
"shame" in being imprisoned, for he is a prisoner of Christ only, not of any civil authorities. 
 
At this point, Paul offers a creed-like formula as a defense for what he is calling Timothy to do. The "creedal" 
confession found in verses 9-10 is tailored to fit Timothy -- a hesitant Christian who has been reminded to "fan the 
flame" and not be ashamed. Verse 9 testifies to the constant activity and presence of God in Timothy's call. God's 
activity has a dual nature -- both purpose and grace. These two divine reasons have been established forever and 
acted out in history with Jesus' arrival on earth. 
 
In verse 10, Paul's creedal confession seems to fit Timothy perfectly -- to give encouragement to one who is facing 
the possibility of suffering for the sake of his faith. Paul's words remind Timothy that with his appearance, Christ has 
broken the power of death and brought "life and immortality." Death itself has been destroyed by Christ, by the 
gospel among us. 
 
Mentioning "the gospel" now inspires Paul to remind Timothy that it is for the sake of this gospel that Paul has been 
"appointed a herald and an apostle and a teacher" (v. 11). It is because he is a messenger for this gospel that Paul 
finds himself "suffering" (imprisoned). Paul's "not ashamed" declaration probably refers not to the gospel itself, but to 
the fact that he is imprisoned. 
 
What Paul has "entrusted" to God (v. 12) is not wholly clear -- but it seems likely that this is a reference to his own 
life, his own commitment to Christ. This trust remains with God, Paul insists, until "that day" -- a term that has an 
eschatological flavor to it. 
 
As he closes this first section of his letter in verses 13-14, Paul again offers a direct appeal to Timothy. Though it is 
still a personal appeal, Paul reminds Timothy of the necessity of "sound teaching" -- for he is facing an onslaught of 
clever and deceitful "false teachers." Paul urges his young colleague to "guard the good treasure entrusted to you" -
- recalling the language found in verse 13. In this case, however, it seems likely that what Paul has entrusted to 
Timothy, the "good treasure," is the "sound teaching" that will now see him through these challenging times. 
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Commentary on Luke 17:5-10        (From Homiletics, “Dutiful Faith”, October 6, 2013) 

Over the years Luke 17:1-10 has challenged publishers and editorial boards. Various attempts to summarize this 
portion of the text include "Some Sayings of Jesus," "Jesus' teaching on forgiveness and faith" and "Sin, Faith, Duty" 
(see HarperCollins Study Bible NRSV [1993], Harper Study Bible RSV [1964] and Zondervan's The Holy Bible NIV 
[1978], respectively). Generally speaking, editors have struggled to identify a coherent theme that holds the passage 
together. 
 
In light of this it's understandable to view Luke 17:5-10 as an intractable homiletic challenge. After all, if several 
major publishers with a cache of scholars and editors at their disposal have failed to find a theological thread that 
characterizes the pericope, it's perhaps unrealistic to expect others to fare any better. Yet, even with the text's 
inveterate interpretative obstacle, an exploration of the disjointed passage affords an opportunity to accentuate a 
central teaching of Jesus. 
 
Reading Luke 17:5-10 as another saying of Jesus with little or no connection to his previous instructions about 
causing a disciple to stumble, the scene starts off quite bluntly: "The apostles said to the Lord, 'Increase our faith!'" 
(v. 5). Despite the direct nature of their request, they were merely following one of his previous exhortations -- "Ask, 

and it will be given you" (Luke 11:9). "Increase" translates , the aorist imperative of , which can 
also mean "add," "add to," "give" or "grant to." In addition, the apostles' request for faith corresponds nicely with their 

request, "Lord, teach us to pray []" (Luke 11:1), especially since Luke employs the aorist 
imperative in both narratives. 
 

While "Increase our faith" is an acceptable translation, "Give us faith []" might be preferred for 
several reasons. First, an analysis of Jesus' reply -- "If you had faith" -- suggests that the apostles lacked faith -- at 
least at this moment and on some level. Second, that they lacked faith should also come as no surprise since they 
had intermittently exhibited this deficit. After Jesus calmed a storm on Galilee, he asked them, "Where is your faith?" 
(Luke 8:22-25, esp. v. 25). Later, three of his most intimate disciples -- Peter, John and James -- laughed at Jesus 
when he declared that a little girl "is not dead but sleeping" (Luke 8:40-56, esp. vv. 52-53). When some disciples 
could not heal a man's son possessed by an evil spirit, Jesus reproved them as part of a "faithless and perverse 
generation" even though he had previously given them authority over demons and the power to heal (Luke 9:37-
43a; see also 9:1-6; cf. Matthew 17:14-20; Mark 9:14-29). Finally, there were various instances when the apostles 
were befuddled by Jesus and his teachings (e.g., Luke 9:43b-45; 18:31-34; cf. 24:11, 25). 
 
Although Jesus' response might entail a mild scolding for the apostles' lack of faith, his reprimand on this occasion 
should not remain the focal point. Indeed, rather than concentrate on a reproof that may not even be present in their 
exchange, the interpreter needs to pivot just as deftly as Jesus did. His focus is on the tremendous impact faith has 
on the world. "If you had faith the size of a mustard seed you could say to this mulberry tree, 'Be uprooted and 
planted in the sea,' and it would obey you," Jesus assured them (v. 6). In short, their potential for good is 
immeasurable. 
 
Undoubtedly, Jesus' words are metaphorical. To suggest that he granted his apostles unearthly power to do 
spectacular feats as a means to draw attention to the kingdom is inconsistent both with his character and mission. If 
anything, Jesus sought people who believed the prophets, not amazing signs (e.g., Luke 4:21-30; 11:29-32; 16:29-
31; 24:26-27, 44-48). 
 
Responsibilities, however, are part and parcel of any gift, including the gift of faith which the apostles had sought 
from Jesus when they said, "Increase our faith!" To illustrate one responsibility associated with the gift of faith, Jesus 
referred to the master-slave relationship -- a taken-for-granted aspect of first-century life in the Levant. Still 
addressing his apostles, he posed the following scenario: "Who among you would say to your slave who has just 
come in from plowing or tending sheep in the field, 'Come here at once and take your place at the table'?" The 
obvious answer is "No one would do that." Slaves serve their masters; they are neither served nor invited to sit at 
their masters' table. 
 
Jesus next query underscores the same point. Instead of extending a gracious invitation to his slave, Jesus 
described the ancient world as it was. Continuing on, he asked, "Would you not rather say to him, 'Prepare supper 
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for me, put on your apron and serve me while I eat and drink; later you may eat and drink'?" (v. 8). Pressing even 
further, Jesus asked, "Do you thank the slave for doing what was commanded?" (v. 9). Of course, the unspoken 
reply is "No," which Jesus' final remark makes clear: "So you also, when you have done all that you were ordered to 
do, say 'We are worthless slaves; we have done only what we ought to have done!'" (v. 10). 
 
Luke doesn't indicate whether Jesus immediately honored the apostles' request to increase their faith. From Luke's 
perspective, however, it appears that one of Jesus' concerns is pride. Once the apostles' faith is increased, they 
need to be watchful lest self-importance creeps into their hearts and they begin to misuse the gift or think they are 
superior to others. As Luke points out elsewhere, Jesus also taught that much is expected from anyone who has 
been given much (Luke 12:41-48; cf. 8:18; 19:11-27). Simply put, Jesus called his apostles to humility and sacrificial 
service, not conceit and self-promotion.  
 
Jesus' equating the apostles' service in the kingdom with that of first-century slaves was probably unsettling. Just as 
a master would neither invite his slave to join him at his table nor thank his slave when all had been done as 
ordered, Jesus indicated his expectations. After the apostles had received the gift of faith, they were to serve others, 
and afterwards merely say, "We are worthless slaves; we have done only what we ought to have done!"  
 
Before closing, a final note. One can speculate about which of the apostles might have owned slaves -- given what 
we know about their backgrounds, probably few, if any, of them did -- but that tangent is misguided regardless of the 
answer. Jesus' observations here provide absolutely no insight about that matter nor should they be twisted to 
suggest any tacit approval of slavery on his part. Instead, Jesus drew upon the world as it was in order to teach and 
temper any subsequent pride his apostles might have felt after they had exercised the gift of faith by doing good.  

 
Additional Resources 

 The Text this Week – a huge archive of commentaries, blogs, sermons, etc.  Note – this site collects 
resources related to ALL of the lectionary texts for a given week…not all will relate to the passage(s) 
being studied, but many will.  You will have to sift and search for these texts! 

 Check out other commentaries available for these texts (and others!) at WorkingPreacher.org.  

 

Reflection Questions on 2nd Timothy 1:1-14: 

1. The first 7 verses of 2nd Timothy contain a veritable litany of gratitude – for a clear conscience, for 

remembering Timothy in prayer, for Timothy’s sincerity of faith, for his “foremothers” Lois and Eunice, 

for the gift of God confirmed by the laying on of hands, for the spirit of love and power and self-

discipline.  How does the recitation of this gratitude set the stage for what follows?  How might we 

likewise begin with gratitude, even – or perhaps especially – in the midst of challenging times?   

2. From Karl Jacobson, workingpreacher.org (October 6, 2019): “Paul…exhorts Timothy to face, as Paul 

has, the “cost of discipleship.” Paul says, “for this reason—his testimony about Jesus—“I suffer as I do.” 

Paul exhorts Timothy to join him in this suffering, or at least the possibility of suffering for the sake of 

the Gospel.  Which, at least for me as I reflect on the Gospel in present era, begs two basic questions, 

which are related:  [1] Is there a social cost to preaching the Gospel, or to living it out, or to sharing it? 

And, [2] is there a danger of conforming our testimony about Jesus to the expectations or desires of this 

present age?”  Given our Brethren heritage and history with “counting the cost,” are we in any way 

better equipped to answer such questions?  

http://www.textweek.com/yearc/properc22.htm
https://www.workingpreacher.org/?lect_date=10/06/2019&lectionary=rcl
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3. Scholars debate the authorship, and a majority of biblical scholars have come to the conclusion that 

this letter was NOT actually written by Paul, but rather by another in the name of Paul.  Does the 

author of this letter really matter?  If it was in fact written by someone else, does it lose value or 

authority?  Why or why not?   

 

 
 

Reflection Questions on Luke 17:5-10: 

1. What is “faith” really?  What would an increase in it (v. 5) look like or feel like or be like?   

2. Every once in a while, we come across a passage of scripture where Jesus comes across pretty harshly.  

You might even say he occasionally seems like someone who, if not already declared Lord and Savior, 

we might classify as a bit of a jerk.  Think “Let the dead bury their dead,” whoever does not hate 

mother and brothers and sisters isn’t worthy to be my disciples, etc.  What do we do with that initial 

reaction?  Was Jesus just “telling it like it is?”  Are we just witnessing the frustration of Jesus with 

hardheaded disciples and stupid questions?  What do we do when the portrayal of Jesus in the 

scriptures doesn’t quite match with our preconceived ideas of what the Christ is or should be like? 

3. I am simply not able to relate to the second metaphor Jesus uses here about how we would treat a 

slave.  (vv. 7-10)  Answering honestly, I WOULD invite someone who had been working the fields and 

tending the sheep to take a place at my table – it seems like the only decent thing to do.  So do I just 

not get the metaphor?  Or is this dissonance that I experience when I read this text part of its intended 

meaning and challenge? 
 

 

 

What questions do you have?    
 
 
 
What do you “wonder” about when reading these passages? 


